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Modern history of the stela

The collection of Egyptian antiquities in the National Museum of Denmark was initially formed in the first part of the 19th century. It was driven by the then Danish vice-consul, and future consul of Denmark in Alexandria, Daniel Dumreicher, who gave various objects to the National Museum in Copenhagen between 1821 and 1824. The stela AAD6 (fig. 1a–b) discussed in this article entered the collection in 1821. It was brought to the museum with three other wooden funerary stelae. Unfortunately, neither the provenience nor the circumstances of their discovery were documented. Dumreicher never provided information about the origin of the objects he acquired, and he probably never even knew how and where they were found. He indicated, for instance, in a letter he wrote to his friend Friedrich Münter, that he bought eleven boards with hieroglyphs and figures with the help of a friend, but without any other precise details. In the same letter, he complained about the rise in the price of antiquities because of “English travellers who paid for the smallest objects too high a price.”

Other than this financial consideration, his correspondence does not provide any substantial information.
Fig. 1a: Stela Copenhagen AAd6 from the National Museum of Denmark (photo John Lee)
Fig. 1b: Facsimile stela Copenhagen AAd6 from the National Museum of Denmark (C. Dietrich)
However, through research on different stylistic, typological, and prosopographic elements, we are able to shed new light on this object.

State of the research

The stela was first published in 1918 by Maria Mogensen in her catalogue of the inscriptions on artefacts kept in the National Museum of Denmark.\(^8\) After a succinct description of the object, Mogensen partially transcribed the text, noting its bad state of conservation and the difficulties in reading the inscription.

Since then, the stela has appeared in some publications dedicated to the wooden stelae of the Third Intermediate Period, however, without any real improvement in the reading of the inscription. Heidi Saleh, in her publication on the ethnicity of the owners of wooden funerary stelae from the Libyan Period, published a photo of the stela and proposed a translation for some of the titles of the owner and his family.\(^9\) Her translation is partly incorrect due to the bad quality of the photograph she had to work with. The aim of her research on this type of stelae was basically to find out whether they could be used to determine the ethnic origin of their owners and whether there was an explicit intention on their part, for instance, to use some specific features (among others physical) to reflect their ethnic identity. She noted that several stelae from the 21\(^{st}\) to the 24\(^{th}\) Dynasty—including the one this article is concerned with—show, in the representation of the owner’s face, some typical Ramesside traits (“elongated Ramesside heads”) or even influences of Old Kingdom costumes and body proportions, especially for the stelae from the late 8\(^{th}\) century BCE, at the “transition phase between Dynasties 24/25.”\(^10\)

In his three articles dedicated to the stelae of the Third Intermediate Period,\(^11\) Marc Loth presented an extensive overview of the different distinctive features of these objects, which allows one to establish more precise dating criteria. The Copenhagen stela was cursorily evoked for its distinctive iconographic and stylistic particularities, with Loth noting its connection to stela AAd7 that belonged to a member of the same family.\(^12\)

**Dating and provenience**

According to the criteria established by Loth, the stela belongs to an intermediate style between his groups 2 and 3 that have been dated from the end of 9\(^{th}\) to the 8\(^{th}\) century BCE.\(^13\) The god represented is no longer Osiris, but Ra-Horakhty (in group 2 seated on a throne and mummified, in group 3 standing and often not mummified) and the deceased is mostly praying. The lunette has a representation of the sun disc accompanied by different symbols and the frame is decorated with the signs for west and east or \(\text{wȝs}-\text{sceptre}\) (absent in the intermediate type). Lines representing the land are shown at the bottom of the stela. This last characteristic is particularly present in the stelae of the latter group.

In David Aston’s classification, this stela belongs to the first type he defined (group I), the unframed stelae.\(^14\) More precisely, however, it belongs to subgroup Ic with a standing Ra-Horakhty carrying the \(\text{wȝs}-\text{sceptre}\) and the ‘\(\text{nḫ}\)-sign in his hands. It also seems that, chronologically, group I is the longest attested, but with a certain development indicated, among other things, by a change in the position of the god, i.e., type Ic probably appears at the end of the development of this type of stelae. Type Ic is scarcely attested\(^15\) and Aston remarked that this rarity does not allow conclusions to be drawn about its precise dating. He even hypothesised: “The rare stelae of type Ic may thus be somewhat illusory as they fall outside the general line of development. One wonders, therefore, whether those of type Ic are poorly executed examples of types II or III in which the artist did not leave enough space to paint the framing symbols.”\(^16\) This means that a precise dating of the Copenhagen stela is quite difficult to establish on stylistic criteria, the more so, since not even one example of this type of stela has a documented archaeological context.

As already noted, the provenience of the stela was not documented, but a Theban origin is

---

8. MOGENSEN 1918, 50, pl. XXII, fig. 38. See also JANSEN-WINKELN 2007b, 468-469 (45.142).
9. SALEH 2007, 263.
12. LOTH 2008, 19 and id. 2009, 228-230, for the Copenhagen stela see 228, note 47.
15. ASTON 2009, 353.
17. For the Abydene stelae see LEAHY 2009.
almost certain. Wooden stelae of the Third Intermediate Period have rarely been found in context, but by means of a comparison with all extant examples, it is possible to offer a typology of these objects. Furthermore, the onomastics and the prosopography present good indicators for the establishment of provenience. Third Intermediate Period stelae come principally from Abydos or Thebes, but, as we will see, the prosopographic information as well as the personal names present on the Copenhagen stela leave no doubt about an origin in the Thebaid.

Dimensions and general description of the stela

The stela is 31.9 cm high with a maximum width of 22 cm, which is within the usual size range for these kinds of objects in the Libyan Period (21st–22nd Dyn.). It is made of wood, probably sycamore, like the majority of other similar objects. It is entirely plastered in white. The inscriptions, as well as the colourful illustrations and the bands below, were painted on this surface. The stela is rectangular with a vaulted arch, also known as a round-topped stela. According to Saleh, the back of the stela is “covered with a coat of yellow plaster.”

The stela is divided into three parts: the lunette, clearly separated from the central part and the socle, the main scene and the bottom. The lunette is decorated with the usual elements found on this type of object: the central element is a red sun disc flanked by two golden-bodied uraei, whose details are enhanced by a black line with red eyes and a black head. On each side of it, there is a wedjat-eye. The eyes are also finely painted against a golden background. The eyebrow and the outline of the eye are blue, while the pupil is black. The eyelid is painted in red. Under these images runs a hieroglyphic inscription giving the usual name of the sun disc “the Behedetite”, also qualified as “the great god, lord of the sky.” The hieroglyphs are painted in blue. The curve of the lunette is stressed by a thick blue line symbolising the heavenly vault and separated in the lower part from the rest of the stela by a thin black line, which also marks out the upper part of the hieroglyphic inscription.

The central scene showing the deceased adoring Ra-Horakhty occupies the main space of the tableau, which is a characteristic of the stelae from the beginning of the Third Intermediate Period; from the 25th Dynasty, the place reserved for the text becomes more important and the number of registers increases.

The god is represented on the left, standing and facing the deceased, with a falcon head, on which a sun disc is placed and from which an uraeus emerges. The face of the falcon and that of the snake are brilliantly executed and enhanced with many colours. The headdress-wig is painted in blue. The god wears a broad collar on his neck and is clothed in a short dress with braces that leave his arms and chest free. The upper part of the dress is green, while the lower part—the kilt—is two-coloured (beige and white). An ochre belt is tied around his waistline and then falls down at the back with a dangling bull’s tail. On his wrists and biceps, he wears bracelets of the same green as the dress. The god is represented walking, barefoot. In his right dangling hand, he holds an ‘nb-sign and his left one holds a wȝs-sceptre painted in blue. His skin is reddish brown. The portrayal of bulging muscles endow this divinity with an aura of power.

In front of him stands the owner of the stela, his two hands raised in a gesture of adoration. The face of the deceased is slightly eroded. We can

---

18 For a general approach to the Theban funerary stelae of the Late Period (including the Third Intermediate Period), see Munro 1973, 10-67. For 21st–22nd Dynasty wooden stelae with a Theban origin, see Saleh 2007, 32-44.
19 See below 521-531.
20 Loth 2009, 221-222.
21 List of the other material by Loth 2012, 229.
22 Saleh 2007, 17 note 36 for further bibliography. It is probable that the use of a white background on wooden stelae is connected to the change in the background colour (from yellow to a lighter colour between light grey and white) of coffins from the same period. This change occurred after the reign of Osorkon II, even if examples of stelae with a white background are already known from the end of the 21st Dynasty.
24 Saleh 2007, 17.
26 Bḥd.tj nṯr ‘ȝ nb p.t The sign for “great” is opportunely placed in the middle of the inscription, suggesting that this is the most important part of the epithet of the god.
27 They are preliminarily drawn in black and then painted in blue. On the details about the process of the painting see below the contribution of Charlotte Dietrich.
nevertheless recognise a very thick eyebrow, which extends to the ear. He is represented as bald, his skull slightly prominent without a hair line. He wears a loose, long transparent cloak or over-kilt of priests that leaves his right shoulder visible. Unlike other representations of the male over-kilt, this one does not mark the waist, thereby emphasising the effect of transparency. This type of clothing is—it seems—more often attested for women and obviously rare on wooden stelae belonging to men. From the entire corpus of the 117 stelae collected by Saleh, only three (Boston MFA 72.4274, Cairo JE 33904 and Cairo JE 25229) show some similarities, but the gown from our stela remains quite unique for the period. A brief look at the representation of the deceased in the corpus of the Book of the Dead confirms the impression that this kind of clothing is not well attested. The left shoulder of the owner of the stela is suggested by an interplay of transparency. The rest of his body is covered, only his ankles and feet emerge from beneath his clothes. He wears a pair of light sandals. One can observe that each foot is differentiated, the arch of his left foot is clearly visible (the same is observable for the god), while his right foot is shown as flat. In this way, the stance of both actors in the scene is displayed, depicting them with opposite feet put forward. Wearing sandals is apparently uncommon on wooden funerary stelae. It is also unusual to find such sandals worn by the deceased in Books of the Dead or other funerary papyri from this period. Sandals are attested, especially in the etiquette of the so-called abrége of the Books of the Dead showing the deceased adoring the god and very rarely during the lustration, i.e., acting as a priest. The colour of his skin is very close to that of Ra-Horakhty.

Between the two figures, there is a richly provisioned offering table bearing lotus flowers and buds, pieces of meat, several kinds of vegetables and bread. The offering table itself is composed of two parts, the stand and the table-board, both painted in a light brown. On either side are tall, stoppered jars entwined with a garland of lotus buds. The third part of the stela contains five colourful bands (blue-yellow-blue-red-blue) symbolising the different parts of the world: dark blue for the Nile, light brown-yellow for sand and red for desert terrain.

Eight short columns of text are inscribed between the line demarking the lunette and the representation of the deceased: the first two are oriented towards the god, the six others towards the owner of the stela. They are written in black

---

29 Tassi 2009, 456 remarked that a majority of men are represented as bald from the Ramesside Period and later. He explained this fact in connection with the intention to show themselves in their sacerdotal functions.
31 Taylor 2003, 99-101; See for instance the stela London BM EA 22918 (Munro 1973, pl. 11, 42).
32 Taylor 1985, 32-36 gives an overview of the usual costumes borne by the male owners of coffins in the Third Intermediate Period.
33 Saleh 2007, 156, n° 2. The left shoulder is bare and here it is clearer that the deceased wears a short kilt under the tunic. The state of preservation of the Copenhagen stela does not allow one to be sure that this is also the case on this object.
34 Saleh 2007, 205, n° 51. Published by Abdelrahem 2011, 1-8. This stela is clearly older than the one from Copenhagen: the god Ra-Horakhty is seated on a throne and holds the Osirian attributes (ḥqȝ-scepter, wȝs-scepter and flagellum). It belongs to Aston’s type 1b and is probably to be dated to the transition phase between the 21st and 22nd Dynasty.
35 Saleh 2007, 208, n° 54. The stela fits the dating criteria of the transition phase between the 21st and 22nd Dynasty. The owner’s left shoulder and a part of his torso are free. A more elaborate gown than that on the Copenhagen stela marks his waistline.
36 A similar gown is attested e.g., on the stela London BM EA 8484 (Bierbrier 1987, pl. 2; Saleh 2007, 164, n° 10). However, as underlined by Taylor 1985, 36, this kind of clothing is quite rare and is usually only composed of a long transparent gown under which there is a short kilt, and the upper body is usually bare except for a shoulder band. On this stela the deceased wears a leopard skin on the top. A similar example can be found on the stela London BM EA 66421 (Bierbrier 1987, pl. 6-7; Saleh 2007, 166, n° 12) and becomes more usual during to the 25th Dynasty (see examples by Munro 1973, 22, 23, 27, 36).
37 On the P. Berlin P 3013 (unpublished) the deceased is in adoring posture and wears a feline hide on similar clothing to that in the Copenhagen stela. The same combination is also found on the P. Cairo JE 95716.
38 I would like to thank Charlotte Dietrich who drew my attention to this detail and Marianne Eaton-Krauss for the following reference. See Russman 1980. A quick overview of the stelae from the corpus of Saleh shows that the differentiation of the feet is used regularly but not systematically.
39 See e.g., P. Cairo JE 95879 (unpublished: Totenbuch projekt Bonn, TM 134453, <totenbuch.awk.nrw.de/object/tm134453>). About the meaning of the sandals in the context of the clergy, see Schwarz 1996.
40 Saleh 2007, 19.
ink on a golden background, each of them delimited by a thick blue vertical line. Each column contains around four quadrants of text. This space was obviously not sufficient to write the long genealogy of its owner. Therefore, the text continues behind the deceased on the entire length of the stela. However, since there was still not enough space, the scribe was forced to use every available space on the stela. Thus, the genealogy fills most of the blank space.

The hieroglyphs are well executed and seem to have been drawn by the same hand. The signs can be described as a mixture of hieroglyphic script and cursive hieroglyphs. For example, the falcon (G5) in the name of the god Ra-Horakhty also contains, besides its outline, an inner drawing, qualifying it as a hieroglyph. However, many signs simply have an outline and are filled in black, matching Henry George Fischer’s type 243 (e.g., for the game board sign [Y5]). Other signs only have an outline and no inner drawing, but are not filled in black, therefore not matching type 2 exactly, but they also lack the details which would make them proper “monumental” hieroglyphs (e.g., for the owl [G17]).

The text (fig. 2)

The eight columns of text begin with an offering formula:

<z3 n.j> jtjj-nṯr n(j) Jmn ḫnk-nw.w Jwn.w-šm.w ’j-(n.j) <-w3b> (n.j) pr Mw.t {w b} wr(t) nb(t) Jšr.w ḫbd(w) ḫpr=f Nḥt=f-Mw.t mj’-ḥrw

<Son of> the god’s father of Amun, ḫnk-nw.w-priest (in) southern Heliopolis, wab-priest in chief of the estate of Mut, the great one, the mistress of Iserhu, the month-priest when it happens, NakhtEFmut justified

z3 nj nj’t nḏ n(j) ḫmn ḫnk-nw.w Jwn.w-šm.w ’j-(n.j) <-w3b> (n.j) pr Mw.t wr(t) nb(t) Jšr.w ḫbd(w) ḫpr=f Jmn-m-z3=f

– son of the god’s father of Amun, ḫnk-nw.w-priest in southern Heliopolis, <wab-priest> in chief of the estate of Mut, the great one, the mistress of Iserhu, the month-priest when it happens, Amunemsaef (ii), son of the similarly titled Nespaहahan justified

z3 nj nj ḫns.w-ṃṣj(w) mj’-ḥrw

son of the similarly titled Khonsumes justified

z3 mj nn Jmn-m-z3=f mj’-ḥrw

son of the similarly titled Amunemsaef (i) justified –

zȝ mj nn Ḫns.w-ṃṣj(w) mȝʿ-ḥrw

... son of the similarly titled Amun

The rest of the text consists of the titles and name of the owner of the stela followed by his long genealogy.

jtjj-nṯr n(j) Jmn ’j-(n.j)-w b (n.j) pr Mw.t ḫr zȝ t p j zȝ 3 nw Ḫns.w-pȝ-hrd mj’-ḥrw

the god’s father of Amun, wab-priest in chief in the estate of Mut in the first phyle and in the third phyle Nesikhonsupakhererd justified:

zȝ nj nj Ḫns.w-ṃṣj(w) mȝʿ-ḥrw

son of the similarly titled Amun

zȝ mj nn Ḫns.w-pȝ-hrd mj’-ḥrw

... son of the similarly titled Amun

In many aspects, the Copenhagen stela constitutes an exception to the normal corpus of Third Intermediate Period wooden stelae. Besides the iconographical features already mentioned, this object records the genealogy of its owner spanning five generations. The phenomenon of extensive genealogies is already known—although marginally—from the Ramesside Period and more frequently from the 21st Dynasty onwards, before distinctly peaking during the 22nd Dynasty. However, the extent of this phenomenon depends on the respective medium of the text. Extensive genealogical information is found primarily on objects set up in

41 Sałeḥ 2007, 18.
42 See as well below 522, note 58 the remarks concerning the lack of determinatives and the abbreviated written forms.
43 Fischеr 1976, 41.
44 LGG V, 368a-370a.
45 For a discussion of this passage, see below 9-12.
temples, such as cuboid temple statues. On the other hand, funerary material confined to the grave seems to often bear only the name of the deceased and a selection of his/her titles. Genealogical information is, for instance, almost absent in 22nd Dynasty Books of the Dead, although 21st Dynasty copies frequently, but not systematically, contain the name of one ancestor. Long genealogies in this corpus remain very exceptional. Surprisingly, some of the Amduat papyri and of the so-called mythological papyri offer genealogical information spanning several generations.

Wooden funerary stelae, regularly, but not always, contain the lineage of their owner. In the corpus of the wooden stelae collected by Saleh, only five bear a multigenerational lineage like the Copenhagen stela. They are all datable to the 22nd Dynasty or, in the case of the New York MMA 22.3.32 stela, more precisely to the late 22nd Dynasty.

47 Coffins remain a privileged medium to conserve the name and the genealogy of the deceased. A comprehensive study of coffins with a focus on genealogical information is still eagerly awaited. See Payraud-Glaudin 2014, 381.

48 See WÜTHRICH (2021).

49 See for instance the 21st Dynasty papyrus Avignon A 68a-b (Herbin 2011, 72-75), which records the genealogy of its owner, Amenhotep, for six generations. Amenhotep is also the owner of an unpublished Book of the Dead (Louvre N3095 Totenbuchprojekt Bonn, TM 134573, <tobenukh awk.nrw.de/object/tm134573>); there is no genealogical indication in this second document, only his titles and name. On his coffin’s ensemble (Leiden AMM 2a-b https://www.rmo.nl/collectie/collectiezoeker/collectiestuk/?object=22041 [last consulted on the 22.07.2020]) name, titles and genealogy are present.

50 See the information collected by Saleh 2007, 62-63 about her corpus. The most common expression used to indicate the genealogical relationship is zȝ.t “son” or “daughter of” followed by the name of the father.

51 Besides the usual unidirectional genealogical string (son to father to grandfather etc.), Saleh 2007, 63 remarks the existence of the Chicago OIM 1352 stela that contains the description of the owner’s family: she is the daughter of an Amun priest, (Horsiese) son of Merykhonsu and ḥbs.yt of a deputy (jdn.w) in the domain of Amun Serdjehouty, son of Horemhebet. Her name – Kȝ-r’m – has clearly a foreign origin, which, however, does not allow us to draw any conclusion regarding an ethnically focused use of long genealogies.

52 https://www.metmuseum.org/art/collection/search/557155?searchField=All&amp;sortBy=Relevance&amp;ft=22.3.32&amp;offset=0&amp;rpp=20&amp;pos=1 (last consulted 22.07.2020) for the dating see Aston 2009, 218.
Filiation, Onomastics and Prosopography (fig. 3)

Filiation

The owner of the stela is named Nesikhonsupakhered (N(.j)-sw-Hns.w-pȝ-hrd).\(^{53}\) He is jtj-nṯr n(.j) Jmn “god’s father of Amun”\(^{54}\) and ʿȝ-(n.j)-wʿb (n.j) pr Mwt.hr zȝ-tp.j zȝ-3.nw “wab-priest in chief in the estate of Mut in the first phyle and in the third phyle.” He is probably the son of Nakhtefmut (Nḥt=f-Mw.t).\(^{55}\) The first peculiarity of this stela is the absence of an expression of filiation between the two names in this part of the inscription, so that we have to reconstruct this relationship.\(^{56}\) His

---

\(^{53}\) PN I, 178, 22 (with a reference to the Copenhagen stela). Actually, for this name, the article pȝ is spelled pn. To my knowledge, such orthography is not attested for the writing of the god’s name Ḫns.w-pȝ-ẖrd. It is probably a redundant sign or a mistake of the scribe. However, datable to the same period, the oracle papyrus P. London BM EA 10251, r° 2 contains the name of the god Ḥrw-pȝ-ḥrd, written with a n-sign under the child-sign (A17) (EDWARDS 1960, 13. Note 6, pl. 4). Sandra Sandri (SANDRI 2006, 17-18) does not rule out that the name could be read Ḥrw-pȝ-nḫn, even if the n-sign could be here as well redundant. A parallel reading of the god’s name at hand (Hns.w-pȝ-nḥn) can therefore not be excluded.

\(^{54}\) Note the cryptographic form of the name of Amun showing a wavelet inserted into an oval (N102). This written form seems to appear during the 21st Dynasty to see a great expansion in its use in the following periods. For the bibliography, see among others BROZE and PREYS 2012, 184, note 3.

\(^{55}\) PN I, 212, 17.
father Nakhtefmut and his grandfather Amunemsaef ii share the same titles: they are both “god’s father of Amun”, and ʿȝ-(n.j)-wʿb (n.j) pr Mw.t wr(t) nb(t) Jṣrw “wab-priest in chief in the estate of Mut, the great one, the mistress of Isheru.” Additionally, they bear the titles of ḥnk-nw.w JwJ.w-ṃ.w “hnk-nw.w-priest” (in) southern Heliopolis” and ṣbd(w) ḫpr=f “the month-priest when it (the month) happens.”

With regard to the following genealogical network, the filiation is expressed with the usual expression zȝ n(.j) “son of.” The ancestors of Nesikhonsupakhered are thereafter only mentioned by name, without their title, which is actually indicated implicitly through the expression mn “from the same rank, similarly titled.” His great-grandfather is Nespaheran (N(.j)-sw-pȝ-ḥr-.n), son of Khonsumes (Ḥns.w-ṃsJ(w)), son of Amunemsaef i (Jmn-m-zȝ=f).

The genealogical string ends with zȝ=f ȝj-nṯr n(.j) Ḫmn N(.j)-sw-Ḥns.w-pȝ-ḥrd “his son, the god’s father of Amun Nesikhonsupakhered.” This last name and part of the titles are the same as those of the owner of the stela, Nesikhonsupakhered. However, the use of the expression zȝ=f followed by the title and name remains problematic. One would expect the name of the last and perhaps most prestigious ancestor of the owner of the stela to conclude this long string of names.

Four different hypotheses can be formulated to resolve this problem.

First, an emendation can resolve this inaccuracy, that is, by considering that the scribe made a mistake and inadvertently wrote the sign of the viper =f (19) instead of the nisbe n(.j) (N35). This explanation is nevertheless not very satisfactory, especially in view of yet another peculiarity of the text: the inversion of the signs in the expression zȝ=f. The sign of the egg (H8) is—apparently on purpose—placed after the stroke sign (Z1), suggesting that the word has to be read from right to left, despite the fact that the sign of the egg (H8) and the rest of the inscription is oriented in the other direction (facing the deceased). This disposition of the signs supposedly marks the separation of two texts. This implies that the name does not refer to the first known ancestor of the owner of the stela, but to the owner himself.

The second hypothesis requires a restructuring of the text by dividing it up. The inscription con-

---

56 An overview of the 22nd Dynasty sources shows that the usual way to express the paternal filiation is through the expression zȝ/t (n.j.t) “son/daughter of,” usually rendered by the sign of the duck (G29) or the egg (H8). During the first part of the 22nd Dynasty, the word zȝ is sometimes written with the sign of the jackal (E17) (Walsem 1984) or later with the pustule (Aa2) (e.g., Louvre IM 3441: JANSEN-WINKELN 2007b, 265-266) or p(ȝ) n(.j) (e.g., Cairo CG 42222: JANSEN-WINKELN [2007b], 304 l. 1. On this subject see VERNUS 1981, 436-437). Already in the 21st Dynasty, the absence of any lexeme between the two names, a construction linked to the direct genitive, is rare (e.g., in the P. Cleveland 1914.882, 1, 1 the name of the father of the owner is directly written after that of his son [Wüthrich 2010, pl. 14]). In the sources of the 22nd Dynasty, I was not able to find an intentional example of a direct apposition of the parent’s name. The only exception was found in the Copenhagen AAd7 stela on which the filiation between son and father is not expressed. It is to be noted that this object belongs very probably to the grandfather of the owner of the Copenhagen AAd6 stela, since the filiation string, although reduced to two generations, is the same. See below 525.

57 PN I, 28, 20.

58 The text has to be corrected: ʿȝ-(n.j.)-wʿb > (n.j) pr Mw.t wḥb. The stela is damaged here, and the reading of the hieroglyphs is unsure. It seems that the scribe forgot to write wḥb in the right place and inserted, therefore, the sign in the tiny space next to the vulture (G14). The sign for wḥb (D60) is smaller and placed at higher level than the vulture, while every other sign is correctly positioned in the quadrant. The state of the stela does not allow us to be sure that this reading is correct. It could also be a seated woman (B7C) as determinative of the goddess Mut. However, beside the sign used to determine the city (O49), the majority of the lexemes on this stela are not determined and we can describe the writing style as concise.

59 As for the written form of the title of Amunemsaef ii, the text is here in lacuna. This reconstruction is therefore hypothetical but based on two other titles borne by the owner of the stela and his father.

60 GEE 2002, 55-58.

61 PN I, 175, 10.

62 PN I, 271, 7.

63 See below 524.

64 I wish to express my gratitude to the anonymous reviewers who contributed to the improvement of this passage.

65 On this phenomenon, see WİNAĐ 2006, 152-155 and LINCEK and KUTSCHER 2012, esp. 126, note 24. S. Kutscher is currently writing an article on this topic. In a personal communication, she affirms that the change of the sign’s orientation implies diagrammatically-iconographically a grammatical or semantical relation between the reversed sign and the adjoining sign. In the case of the Copenhagen stela, the reversed sign order could mark an intention of the scribe to differentiate and separate this last element of the filiation from the long genealogical string.
tains first a ḥtp-dj-nswt formula invoking Ra-Hor-akhty and naming the owner of the stela, Nesikhonsupakhered, as the beneficiary. His filiation and further genealogy are expressed through an independent nominal sentence with a topicalised nominal phrase (which is later referred to by =f in the nominal subject zȝ=f) that consists of the name of Nesikhonsupakhered’s father, Nakhtefmut, and his extensive genealogy. It constitutes a parenthetical apposition ending with the name of the first known ancestor Amenemsaef i. Then, there follows the nominal clause: zȝ=f j칸-fחנ(כ have the holder of the royal seal of Lower Egypt Neferetkau, as son she has the holder of the royal seal of Lower Egypt Nefermaat.” Gundacker 2006, 304. I would like to thank Roman Gundacker for this reference. In most of the Old Kingdom private tombs, when the parents are mentioned, the father is not identified as such, but the tomb owner is described as zȝ=f that is to say, the genealogical reference shifts toward the father (Baud 1999, 152).

68 Jurman 2015.

69 More prosaically, one could suggest that the scribe noticed the absence of the expression of filiation after the name of the owner of the stela. He would have adjusted the text using this subterfuge of the nominal sentence.

70 Wü thrich 2021 for further bibliographic references, 114, note 1.

71 However, no direct parallels to this practice have been identified in the documentation of the Libyan Period.
owner of the stela. As already mentioned, the inversion of the egg sign and the stroke indicate a partition of the text. The last two columns are not necessarily a caption of the representation, and the inversion of the signs could have been used to interrupt the genealogical string. The dedication of a statue by a son or grandson for his (grand)father, the owner of the statue, is well attested in the context of contemporary temple statues. In this case, the dedication is clearly formulated by the expression jrn zy=f + name r snh rn n(j) jij=f name, which is obviously not the case on the Copenhagen stela. However, even if not attested as such on wooden stelae, some temple statues and several stelae from the Serapeum show that names of family members can be mentioned, without them necessarily being represented on the object. It should be noticed, however, that, in this case, the name is placed on a particular part of the object or with a different layout, making it optically noticeable. Usually the name of the (grand)son is then followed by his genealogy, linking him to the owner of the object or giving information about his matrilineal lineage. On the stelae from the Serapeum, several members of the family can be mentioned, among others, at the bottom of the object. In this way, the last columns should be read as “his grandson Nesikhonsupakhered.” This could be a unique and abbreviated attestation of this practice on a wooden stela.

**Onomastics**

The name of the owner of the stela, Nesikhonsupakhered, is frequently attested in the Third Intermediate Period, although mainly for women. Its first attestation for a man was apparently found on a 21st Dynasty coffin. A scarab datable to the 21st–22nd Dynasty also belongs to a man named Nesikhonsupakhered not bearing any title. During the 22nd Dynasty, the name appears in its male variant on an ensemble of coffin-cartonnage dated to the first part of the 9th century BCE, while a hieratic inscription on the roof of the temple of Khonsu at Karnak left by a family of wab-priests of Khonsu includes it in a genealogical string. Solely on an onomatological basis, no other document can be assigned to the owner of the Copenhagen stela.

The name of Nesikhonsupakhered’s father – Nakhtefmut – is very common in the 22nd Dynasty, however none of the already well-attested Nakhtefmuts can be identified with the one of the Copenhagen stela. The names of the grandfather and (great-great-great-grandfather) Jmn-m-zȝ=f (“Amun is his protection”) as well as of his grandfather N(j)-sw-pȝ-hr-n (“The one who

---

72 Since the tradition in the 22nd Dynasty was to give the name to a child according to the principle of the papponymic, it could only be the grandson and not the son of the owner. See Payraudeau 2014, 376, note 37.
73 See Jürmann 2020, 1188-1189.
74 E.g. Cairo JE 37884 on the side of the statue (Jansen-Winkeln 2008).
75 E.g. Cairo CG 42213 on the base (Jansen-Winkeln, 2007b, 134 (18.74).
76 E.g. Louvre IM 4205 (Malinine & Posener & Vercoutter, 1968, 24, pl. 9).
77 This hypothesis could be supported by associating the Manchester 10939 stela to this family (see below 527). This second Nesikhonsupakhered of the Copenhagen stela would then be the same as the grandfather of the Manchester stela.
78 See the references collected in the database of Münster University https://www1.uni-muenster.de/prosoaeg/index0pg.htm (last consulted 17.08.2020) that registers 15 women and one man (the owner of the Copenhagen stela as in PN). The index of Jansen-Winkeln 2007b, 520 mentioning two men bearing this name is incorrect. Of the five entries “Nesikhonsupakhered” listed (three masculine and two feminine), the first two are actually two attestations of the mothers of the owners of the monuments mentioned by Jansen-Winkeln.
79 Coffin Vatican D2067.5.1.1-5. The owner’s grandfather is named N(j)-sw-Hrs.w-pȝ-hrd (Gasse 1996, 138). Several shabtis dating to the 21st Dynasty bear the same name, among others, Vienna AS 1686a/25 (published by Reiser-Haslauer 1992, 8.8) or in the National Museum of Denmark AAa.111 (published by Mogensen 1918, 66). For a list of these shabtis, see Malgora 2017, 216-217. However, the gender of the owner of those statuettes is impossible to establish with certainty, because of the absence of a title and because the name of the owner is not gender determined.
80 Hornung and Staehelin 1976, 367, pl. 102 (910).
81 Cairo TN 21/11/16/3 published by Payraudeau 2016. The father of the owner is named Nesikhonsupakhered and has no title except the mention of mj nn “from the same rank.” The title of his son Nesnaytauy, “superior of the doorkeepers”, does not allow one to see a connection between this object and the Copenhagen stela.
82 Graffito n° 126 published by Jaquet-Gordon 2003, 49. I would like to thank Frédéric Payraudeau for this reference.
83 PN I, 212, 17.
84 PN I, 28, 20.
85 PN I, 175, 10. The name is also attested in Demotic on the P. Louvre E9294 published by Malinine 1953, 113-116 and Malinine 1983, 52-53 and DN I, 669. This last reference was communicated by the reviewer of this article.
The Copenhagen Wooden Stela AAd6 from the National Museum of Denmark: an unusual testimony of the 22nd Dynasty

Nesikhonsupakhered from the Copenhagen AAd6 stela. The absence of a discriminating title\(^8\) can be explained by the text’s medium and its function. If temple statues held the (auto)biography of their owners in order to justify the existence of certain rituals that had to be undertaken in connection with this object, then wooden stelae had to have, above all, a funerary function. However, that does not imply that they must necessarily contain an account of all the accomplishments of their owner. The owners of wooden stelae indicate almost exclusively their religious title (mostly hm/jtj-nṯr n(j) Jmn)\(^9\), even if these titles are not distinctive, in order to both show their personal piety and their direct filiation thereby asserting their identity. As already stressed, the Copenhagen AAd6 stela is very unusual in this way. Most of the other wooden stelae contain only a restricted sample of the titles borne by their owners and, when they indicate their genealogy, they provide information only on two generations.

### Prosopography

Except for the “god’s father,” the titles of the members of this family are uncommon for the 22nd Dynasty. Nesikhonsupakhered’s specific title (ȝ-(n.j)-w‘b (n.j) pr Mw.t ḫr z3-tp.j z3-3.mw) – as well as the similar variants of his father and grandfather – is connected to the clergy of the temple of Mut. The organisation of the clergy of Mut’s temple is still rather difficult to define.\(^9\)

Third Intermediate Period sources reveal several titles linked to the estate (pr) and temple (ḥw.t-nṯr) of Mut in Thebes.\(^9\) However, the organisation of the cult of the goddess remains a conundrum,\(^9\) even though we are able to identify some of the

---

\(^8\) Pȝ-ḥr-‘n is obviously a divine epithet, but the identity of the god is not certain. LGG IV 300b translates to “Das schöne Gesicht.” In the context of the Theban theology and since all the members of this family bear a theophoric name, we could consider an identification with Amun or his son Khonsu. Amun is sometimes described as nfr-ḥr (LGG II, 214c˗217a) “the one with a beautiful face,” so an Amunian epithet should probably be preferred.

\(^9\) PN I, 271, 7.

\(^8\) It is, therefore, tempting to suggest that both stelae come from the same (unidentified) necropolis, maybe a common grave.


\(^10\) LOTH 2008, 19.

\(^11\) To be certain that these two objects belong to the same family, one would expect to find a title (here ȝ-(n.j)-w‘b n.j pr Mw.t) that is a discriminating element of the individual.


\(^9\) Payraudeau 2014, 266-268.

\(^9\) An extensive study of these titles would exceed largely the scope of this article. A quick overview of the sources shows however that the predominantly attested titles are in connection with the administration of the temple, such as scribe of the domain of Mut (e.g. on statue Cairo CG 42221: Jansen-Winkeln 2007b, 244 right side, 6) but are too imprecise to provide a functional picture of the organisation of the domain. See the remarks from Payraudeau 2014, 268 who speaks of “subordination du domaine de Mout à celui d’Amon dans la répartition des titres.”

highest-ranking members of her clergy, such as Djedkonsuuiuefankh A, who was, amongst other things, the Second Prophet of Mut.96 It should be noted that the title of High Priest of Mut is not attested in the Third Intermediate Period, and the title of Second/Third/Fourth Prophet of Mut is borne only occasionally by the women of the High Priest’s family in the 21st Dynasty.97

The title ‘ȝ-(n.j)-wʿb can be traced, at least, back to the 19th Dynasty in the temple of Ramses II in Abydos. In this case, however, it was not connected to a specific divinity. Kenneth A. Kitchen translated it as “chief of the refectory(?)”,98 but Ben Haring preferred the translation “superior of the wab-priests.”99 According to Haring, the man associated with this title was represented as a porter of the royal statue.100 The exact function of this priest is impossible to define based on this document.

The title of “wab-priest in chief of the estate of (name of a god)”101 is attested for several divinities, among others Amun, for instance, on the Ptolemaic Cairo JE 37017 cuboid statue found in the Cachette of the temple of Karnak.102 The owner of this cuboid statue, Nesmin, is a god’s father (jitj-nṯr), ḥpt-wḏȝ.t-priest, ḥnk-nw.w-priest and rd.wj-nṯr n(j) Jmn.103 Besides the titles of god’s father, ḥpt-wḏȝ.t and ḥnk-nw.w-priest, his father bears the title of “wab-priest in chief of Amun” (ȝ(n.j) wʿb n(j) Jmn). According to Herman de Meulenaere, the title of (ȝ(n.j) wʿb) is used mostly in connection with the Theban pantheon.104 He also stressed that the actual place in the hierarchy of these priests is not easily defined.

The specific title of ‘ȝ-(n.j)-wʿb n(j) pr Mw.t “wab-priest in chief of the estate of Mut” (and variants) is known from at least two other sources. As we will see, these two objects probably belong to other members of Nesikhonsupakhered’s family.

The first of these attestations can be traced to the 21st Dynasty and was found on a shabti box kept in Leiden. The provenience of this object is very probably Thebes, even though its archaeological context was not documented.105 Its owner, Khonsumes, was a wab-priest of Amun (wʿb n(j) Jmn), god’s father of Amun in Thebes (jitj-nṯr n(j) Jmn m Wȝs.t), scribe of the god’s offering in the estate of Amun (ḏḥȝ.w ḥpt.w-nṯr n(j) pr Jmn). Like his father, Amunemsaef, whose first function was “god’s father of Mut” (jitj-nṯr n(j) Mw.t), he bears the title of wab-priest in chief of the estate of Mut (ȝ(n.j)-wʿb n(j) pr Mw.t). On stylistic criteria, Aston dated this object to the second half of the 21st Dynasty.106

Although the link between this object and the Copenhagen stela is not strong, especially because of the absence of titles for Khonsumes and Amunemsaef on the Copenhagen stela and the question of dating for both objects, there are some elements which consistently suggest an affiliation to the same family. While both names from the Leiden shabti box are known from several sources in the 21st and 22nd Dynasties, their association with the title ‘ȝ-(n.j)-wʿb (n.j) pr Mw.t is singular to this object. The title seems to be attested here for the first time. In addition, the genealogical link Amunemsaef-Khonsumes is unknown elsewhere, apart from these two objects. Regarding the Copenhagen stela, even if the vagueness of the indication mj nn does not ensure that Khonsumes and Amunemsaef bore the same title as their descendants, it indicates at least that they were considered of the same rank.

The precise dating of both objects is based on iconographical and typological features in the

96 For this title see e.g., Cairo CG 42207 (Jansen-Winkeln 1985, 37).
97 Naguib 1990, 53-54; 240. E.g., Heritubekhet, Menkhiperre’s granddaughter, was a Third Prophet of Mut, the great, the mistress of Iserhu (hm.(t)-nṯr 3nw Mw.t w.t Jrs.w) and Second Prophet of Mut from the birth house (hm.(t)-nṯr n.t Mw.t w.t) Jansen-Winkeln 2007a, 149 (9.42). See Broekman 2011, 106.
100 On the meaning of this title, see Jansen-Winkeln 2001, 91-92.
101 De Meulenaere 1994, 218 for the reference to other Theban divinities.
102 Leiden AH 2 https://www.rmo.nl/collectie/collectiezoekers/collectiestuk/?object=1559 (last consulted 23.07.2020). The museum bought it from the collection of d’Anastasi in 1828. I would like to thank Lara Weiss for the information she gave me about this object.
103 Haring dated this object to the second half of the 21st Dynasty.106
104 De Meulenaere 1994, 218 for the reference to other Theban divinities.
absence of information regarding the archaeological context. Concerning the shabti box, Aston placed it in his group Vb and dated it to the period ranging from the beginning of the pontificate of Pinedjem II (1001-992 BCE), the High Priest of Amun, to the end of the 21st Dynasty (976-944 BCE) based on iconographical details. I will not discuss the delicate question of the length of the generation gap here, but it seems to me that the chronological interval of three generations between the two objects (which according to Loth’s dating of the Copenhagen stela is the transition phase between the 9th and the 8th centuries BCE) is plausible. The second attestation of the title ʿȝ-(n.j)-wʿb (n.j) pr Mw.t is to be found on the Manchester 10939 stela, dated to the 26th Dynasty. Even though the archaeological context was not documented, the stela probably came from Thebes. This object belonged to a god’s father of Amun-Ra, king of the gods (jtj-nṯr (n.j) Jmn-Rʿ nswt nṯr.w), ḥnk-nw.w priest in southern Heliopolis. The name is Nesikonsupakhered. The second title, borne by the father and the grandfather of the owner of the Copenhagen AA d6 stela, ḥnk-nw.w m Jwn.w-šmʿ.j, is well attested from the 25th Dynasty. This title is already documented in the 22nd Dynasty, although it remains rare. Besides the Copenhagen stela, one can find it in four other documents from this period. The first one is a cartonnage case kept in the Brooklyn Museum. The owner of this object, Nisupanhetjerenpara (N(j)-sw-(pj)-nṯr-(n.j)-pj-Rʿ), belongs to the highest Theban elite. He was Fourth Priest of Amnenemope (hm-nṯr 4.nw n(j) Jmn-(m)-Jp.t), true guardian (?) of the estate of Amun in his fourth phyle (jrj mj pr Jmn ḫr zȝ-4.nw), god’s father, wab-priest who has access (to the temple) (w)bʾʾq and ḥnk-nw.w Jwn.w šmʾ.j 324. He is, it seems, the sole attested Fourth Priest of Amnenemope for the 22nd Dynasty and no other document can be linked to him. This tells us, however, that, contrary to the idea that this title was borne by people of the lower elite or is insignificant, a person of the highest elite could be ḥnk-nw.w.

The second and third objects are the two Cairo JE 36971 and JE 36998, cuboid statues of the

---

108 See the summary by Payraudeau 2014, 112-115. A photograph of the stela is provided by David 1982, pl. 15. I am currently preparing a publication of this object.
110 For the later attestations, see Wüthrich (in preparation).
111 Inv. Brooklyn 35.1265. For the bibliography, see PayrAUDEAU 2014, 515 (160). Photographs of the coffin: https://www.brooklynmuseum.org/opencollection/objects/3357 (last consulted 01.09.2020).
112 For the later attestations, see Wüthrich (in preparation).
113 One of the older examples of this type of stelae is probably Cairo A 9900 (MUNRO 1973, 201) belonging to N(j)-sw-Jmn ii whose brother Bs-(n.j)-mw.t ii signed the oracular decree dated to year 14 of Psammetik I (PARKER 1962, pl. 12-13, I.38).
craftsman of the estate of Amun (ḥmw.w pr Jmn)\textsuperscript{121}, Nisupasefy (N(\iota)-sw-pȝ-zf.j), which were made by his two sons (see fig. 4 for the genealogy). The whole family belonged to a lower rank within the hierarchy of the temple of Karnak. On both statues, Nisupasefy’s grandfather, the god’s beloved Pȝ-nḥs.j, bears the title of ḥnk-nw.w (m) Jwn.w-šmʿ.j (Cairo JE 36971: \textsuperscript{122}, Cairo JE 36998: \textsuperscript{123}). Besides his title of craftsman, the owner of the statues Nisupasefy is a wab-priest in Karnak (wʿb m Jp.t-s.wt) and “one who is in his month (in) the estate of Amun (in) the Akhmenu in the fourth phyle (jm.j-ḥd=f pr Jmn ȝḥ-mnw ḫr zȝ-4.nw), while his father Pakhel (Pȝ-hȝr)\textsuperscript{124} is a prophet of Montu, lord of Armant (hm-nṯr Mnt.w nb Jwn.w-šm,j). The first-born son of Nisupasefy (occurring on Cairo JE 36971) bears the same title as his father, while his other son (occurring on Cairo JE 36988) is a god’s father of Amun (jtj-nṯr Jmn), wab-priest and one who has access to the domain of Amun in Jwỉ-ȝḥ=s (ʿq(.w) pr Jmn Jwỉ-ȝḥ=s)\textsuperscript{125}.

The fourth object is the coffin belonging to Ankhpayef her (ʿnḫ-p(ȝy)=f-ḥr)\textsuperscript{126}, Boston MFA 72.4387, dated to the beginning of the 22\textsuperscript{nd} Dynasty based on iconographical criteria\textsuperscript{127}. The owner only bears the title of ḥnk-nw.w n(\iota) Jwn.w-šm.j (Cairo JE 36971: \textsuperscript{128}, Cairo JE 36998: \textsuperscript{129}). The origin of this coffin is unknown: according to John Taylor, the analysis of its iconography and especially the use of a dark blue background could be an indication of a northern origin\textsuperscript{130}. However, as remarked by this author, a (unknown) Theban burial place should probably be preferred, when considering the title of the owner. Taylor did not exclude the possibility that the coffin was manufactured outside Thebes and then transported there to be used as burial equipment for Ankhpayef her.

The meaning and translation of this title are still disputed\textsuperscript{131}. Most of its attestations are written in an abbreviated form with the arm holding the nw-pot (D42) with three nw-pots below, so that at first sight it is difficult to decide whether the three nw-pots have to be read as a logogram (ḥnk-nw.w or ḥnk-Nwn) or as a simple phonetical complement of the first sign (ḥnk).\textsuperscript{132} Without going into detail about the analysis of the title—which will be the subject of a future publication—one can observe that, already in one of its first attestations on the Copenhagen stela, the title is completed by the sign for the sky (N1). As far as I can judge, this classifier never occurs in the orthography of the

\begin{figure}
\centering
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\caption{Genealogy of Nisupasefy’s family}
\end{figure}

\textsuperscript{121} On this title see the remark in Goyon and Cardin 2004, 61.
\textsuperscript{122} PN I, 116,17.
\textsuperscript{124} PN I, 63,18.
\textsuperscript{125} Boston MFA 72.4837; TAYLOR 1988, 170-171. I would like to thank John Taylor and Denise Doxey for their help regarding this object.
\textsuperscript{126} The title is inscribed twice on the right and left side of the lid of the mummy case. The owner’s genealogy is not mentioned.
\textsuperscript{127} TAYLOR 2009, 398 and note 160.
\textsuperscript{128} See BIRK 2020, 214-216 and WÜTHRICH (in preparation).
\textsuperscript{129} According to TLA (DZA 26.990.860) the written form of ḥnk.t “offerings, donation” (Wb III, 118, 9-15) shows an identical form (arm with pot in the hand upon the three nw-pots) at least since the Middle Kingdom. In this case, the reading ḥnk.t is beyond any doubt. It does not mean however that the later use of this written form during the Third Intermediate Period could have been subject to a new interpretation.
words of the same family. Other determinatives, even if rare, show up over time. The sign for water does not appear before the end of the 26th Dynasty and remains unusual. One of the latest attestations shows a different spelling of the title $\text{I A A T}$ var. $\text{I A A T A}$, which clearly attested that the title, at least in this period, was understood as $\text{hnt}(\text{w})$-Nwn “the one who offers the Nun.” Even if we cannot exclude a late reinterpretation of the title, there are enough elements to conclude that the title should be read $\text{hnk-nw.w}$. The meaning of the title, however, needs more research. From the known elements, we can cautiously conclude that this title has to do with some offering rituals or libations, probably in connection with the Nun.

The second question raised by this title is the identification of the toponym Jwn.w-šmʿ.j, “the southern Heliopolis,” which is almost always associated with this title. In its first attestation, probably during the New Kingdom, this toponym was identified with Thebes as well as with Hermontis/Armant. The confusion seems to be maintained during the Third Intermediate Period. In a recent study, Ralph Birk showed that the toponym can be used for both cities. He, therefore, suggested that only a closer look at the other titles in connection with it might allow one to distinguish them. However, this reasoning presupposes that a priest could not have had several functions in various temples or places, which, of course, is incorrect, so that Birk’s methodology cannot be approved. In the case of the 22nd Dynasty sources, only the Copenhagen stela and the two cuboid statues of Nisupasefy provide some additional information, since the two other sources do not contain any other titles. All the prosopographic and onomastic elements of the Copenhagen stela are consistent with a Theban environment, and there is no connection with Armant. As for the two statues of Nisupasefy, the owner’s father is a priest of the main deity of Armant, Montu (ḥm-nṯr Mnṯ.w nb Jwn.w-šmʿ.j). Since Montu’s epithet nb Jwn.w-šmʿ.j is only attested in connection with his cult in Armant, Payraudeau concluded: “Les prêtres thébains ne dédaignaient alors pas exercer quelques sacerdoces à Hermontis.” However, except for this title, all the prosopographical information places this family in a Theban environment. Based on the information collected from the 22nd Dynasty, it remains impossible to define with absolute certainty whether this title commonly refers to an office in Thebes or in Armant.

$\text{ṣbd(w)}$ ḫpr=f is the third title borne by the father and grandfather of Nesikhonsupakhered, the owner of the Copenhagen stela. The first lexeme is written with a combination of the crescent moon (N12), the star (N14) and what seems to be a basket, filled in with black ink. This last sign should be identified as the alabaster vessel (W3) rather than as the basket (V30), since it is one of the usual determinatives of the word $\text{ṣbd} “month,” especially in late periods. $\text{ṣbd}(\text{w})^{138}$ is, therefore, a nisbe derived from the substantive $\text{ṣbd} “month,” so that, instead of presuming a mistake on the part of the scribe by correcting the text in $\langle \text{jm.j} \rangle$, $\text{ṣbd}<\text{f}>, we can affirm that it is a rare variant of the usual $\text{jm.j} \text{ṣbd}=\text{f}^{139}$ which is attested particularly often in the 22nd Dynasty.

The combination with the verb ḫpr is also very uncommon. In a list carrying the description of the celebration of the monthly feasts in Medinet Habu, the title of the tenth list mentions: hrw (n.j) $\text{ṣbd.w nb ḫpr.tj=fj “on the day of every month that shall occur.”}^{140}$ This inscription indicates that the seasonality of the repetition of a festival on a monthly basis was expressed through the association between the name of the feast and the verb ḫpr.}\)

---

130 E.g., Stela London BM EA 8459 $\text{I A A T A}$ (BHERBRIER 1987, pls. 50-51). The sign of the heron reinforces the idea that what is meant has something to do with the inundation: the logogram has the phonetic value of bʿḥ which is also the root of bʿḥ.w “inundation” (Wb I, 488, 1-8).
132 One of the older attestations of the title on the Cairo CG 42224 cuboid statue mentions a hnk-nw.w-priest of the domain of a form of Khonsu. However, the orthography of the title diverges from the other attestations. See JANSEN-WINKLEN 2007b, 308 text n, line 4.
133 KLÖTZ 2012, 149-150.
134 KLÖTZ 2012, 149-150.
Therefore, it would be unsurprising to find a similar expression in connection with the monthly system of sacerdotal duty. However, an exact parallel to the expression of the Copenhagen stela remains unattested so far. A quite similar formulation can be found in an Appeal to the Living on a cuboid statue dating to the reign of Thotemhat:142 “O you prophets (ḥm.w-ḥn.t), the lector-priests who are entering the temple of Hermopolis (ḥr.jw-.ḥyb ḥm-.t-ḥn.t ḫmn.w), all those who are in the (ir)th month when it happens (or it will happen) (jm.j-ȝbd=f nb ḫpr=f), whose hearts are satisfied on (their) month when it happens (or it will happen) ʿq(.w) ḥw.t-nṯr n.t Ḫmn.w), all those who are in the temple of Hermopolis (ẖr.jw-ḥȝb Ḫmr.w) of Amun in (his) first phyle and on the back side  n(j) pr ḫmr ȝbd.t-jp.j.149 On the Cairo CG 42221 cuboid statue, also found in the cache of Karnak and dated to the mid-22nd Dynasty,150 N(j)-sw-{r}-Jmn ii is titled jm.j-ȝbd=f pr ḫmr ȝbd.t-jp.j in most of the other occurrences. However, on the right-hand side of the statue, the title seems to have been shortened to ḫmr-R ḫr ȝbd.w.151 The question of the reading of this title is debated: at first Jansen-Winkeln152 explained the presence of the nw-vase (W24) as a very unusual mark of a nisbe form, comparing this formation with jm.j-jb and its variant nj-jb. However, he already stressed the so-far not attested use of the sign nw and its variant nj. In a second article, he recanted his own reading and preferred the reading “wbȝ-ȝbd” or “wdpw-ȝbd.”153 The latter reading seems to fit better, because the nw-pot can have the phonetic value wdp.154 Furthermore, on the graffito from Karnak, which Jansen-Winkeln added to the dossier in his second article, the first hieratic sign of the title ḫstrȝ is clearly the wdp sign (W22).155

The title ȝbd.w is also used more generically to define a certain category of priests.156 The majority of the attestations come from the category of the example of this title appears in an Appeal to the Living on a Late Period statue Cairo RT 8/12/24/5 (Jansen-Winkeln 2001, 373 pl. 39 and https://www.ifao.egnet.net/bases/cachette/cck641 [last consulted 16.09.2020]). The text is unfortunately broken, but the half-moon disc and the vase ṣ are clearly identifiable.

142 On this king, see most recently Meeffre 2015, 141-142; 334-336; 352-353 and Sagrillo 2017.

143 It also could be a very rare example of a sḏm.tj=(fj) form (Jansen-Winkeln 1996, 128). I would like to thank Johannes Jüngling for this suggestion.

144 CG 42212; Jansen-Winkeln 2007b, 368.

145 On the organisation in phyles, see Kees 1953, 300-308.

146 It is possible that the use of the verb ḫpr refers to the fact that the precise beginning of the monthly service was variable, because it was based on the lunar cycle. See the remarks about this subject by Lippert 2009, 184-186.


148 For the bibliography see https://www.ifao.egnet.net/bases/cachette/cck652 (last consulted 28.08.2020).

149 Jansen-Winkeln 2007b, 308 (n.2), 309 (q.4).

150 Osorkon II-Takeklot II see https://www.ifao.egnet.net/bases/cachette/cck98 (last consulted 28.08.2020).

151 About this title and especially about its reading see Jansen-Winkeln 1985, 187-188 note 4, id. 1992, 247. Another
so-called Appeal to the Living. On the Cairo CG 42254 cuboid statue, dated to the reign of Har-siese, the introduction contains an appeal to “the prophets (ḥm.w-nṯr), the god’s fathers, the ones who are in Karnak, the wab-priests and the monthly-priests (wp.d.(w)ḥbd), the ones who have access to the god (ʿq.w ḥr nṯr), the ones who get in and get out every month to practise their rituals, every lector-priest (…)”. On the Cairo JE 37399 statue from the 25th-26th Dynasty, the same appeal is addressed to the “prophets, the god’s fathers, the lector-priests, the wab-priests and the monthly-priests (ḥbd.w  misdemeanors).” These two lists have in common, besides the example quoted above, the fact of placing the ḥbd.w-priests at the end of the string of sacerdotal functions. Should we, therefore, conclude that this kind of priesthood is hierarchically inferior to the others? From the New Kingdom, a kind of system seems to be instituted in the Appeal to the Living, especially when the list is addressed exclusively to priests. A cursory examination of the sources containing (auto)biographical texts during the Third Intermediate Period shows a certain constancy in the structure of these addresses. The following string is mostly attested, with a minimal amount of variants: prophet (ḥm-nṯr) – god’s father (jtj-nṯr) – wʿb-priest – lector-priest (ḥr.j-ḥȝb). To this list of sacerdotal titles, other titles are added, though not systematically, such as wnw.t ḥw.t-nṯr mj-qd=s that designates the whole priesthood. It is, however, tricky to decide whether this string of titles is intended to illustrate a hierarchical organisation.

157 I would like to thank Vanessa Desclaux for access to some results from her unpublished PhD thesis “Les Appels aux passants dans les textes Égyptiens du Nouvel Empire” (Lyon 2014).


159 https://www.ifao.egnet.net/bases/cachette/ck428 (last consulted 28.08.2020).

Excursus: The Process of Production of AAd6 (Charlotte Dietrich)

The production of wooden stelae in the 22nd Dynasty probably took place in the same workshops, which also manufactured other parts of burial equipment like coffins and funerary papyri. Rather than producing these items only on demand, many were instead prepared in advance and only later fashioned to fit an individual client, primarily by adding the name, titulary, and filiation of the beneficiary.

In a first step of manufacturing a stela, the outline of the stela was cut from a piece of wood of adequate size, or, if such was not available, constructed by joining several pieces of wood together using pegs. It was then covered in plaster to even the surface, always on the recto, but sometimes even on the verso. This coat could be painted over to alter the background colour, but remained white on the stela at hand, although it is not clear if it is the original white of the plaster or if it received a coat of whitewash.

After the plaster dried, preparatory lines were painted on the surface in black to serve as guidelines for the decoration. One can still make out a line separating the lunette and lower register, a ground line, and the partitioning lines between the columns of text. Except for the line separating the lunette from the centre, all other preliminary lines were painted over at a later stage of production, but can still be made out in some places (e.g., the ground line on the far right) where they have not been entirely covered.

Then a draft of the offering scene was made using black ink, which was the norm in the 22nd Dynasty, in contrast to the use of red ink in the 21st Dynasty. The lines of the sketch can still be seen in various places (e.g., Ra-Horakhty’s uraeus, collar, and leg, Nesikhonsupakhered’s elbow) and were drawn into the facsimile in dark grey (see fig. 1b). The sketch is barely visible since the ink itself is very faint. It is possible that such a thin ink was chosen on purpose to facilitate the covering of the sketch and to avoid any visual disturbance in the final product. It is also possible that a technique generally used in tomb decoration was applied here, too: a layer of see-through whitewash was added after the sketching, leaving the outlines just visible for the colouring process afterwards.

After the sketch was deemed satisfactory and had dried, the scene was painted on using black, blue, green, reddish-brown, a strong almost orange shade of yellow, and white colour. The colour scheme of the stela conforms to general convention: yellow for the god’s kilt and collar, the offering table, the uraei, and underneath the lower lid of the wedjat-eyes, reddish brown for sun discs, skin, meat, pottery vessels, and underneath the eyebrows of the wedjat-eyes, green for the god’s vest and flowers, blue for the curved sky-sign, the god’s wig and insignia (wȝs-sceptre, bull’s tail), and offerings, and black for the outlines and hieroglyphs.

However, a close look at the stela reveals some peculiarities. There are traces of yellow paint visible on the central sun disc in the lunette and underneath the eyebrow of the left wedjat-eye. Both areas were repainted in red, suggesting that the choice of colour was reconsidered and altered in a second step. Another oddity is the ankh-sign in Ra-Horakhty’s hand, which one would expect to be painted blue like his wȝs-sceptre, but which remained in black outline and otherwise uncoloured. The same is the case for the tail of the

---

162 Swart 2004, 51; Loth 2012, 222. An especially well-preserved example of an unfinished, not yet individualised stela can be found in the Metropolitan Museum in New York (MMA O.C.81, https://www.metmuseum.org/art/collection/search/553249, [last consulted 30.05.2020]).
163 Swart 2004, 53-54; Saleh 2007, 16-17; Loth 2012, 220.
164 Saleh 2007, 17; Loth 2012, 221.
165 Loth 2012, 221.
166 Hartwig and Leterme 2013, 133. Laboury and Tavier 2016, 66.
167 The blue colour has, as is quite often the case, changed into a dark greenish hue, whereas the green colour has remained stable and vibrant. Green 2001, 44-45; Daniels 2004, passim.
168 Blue ankh-signs held by Horakhty can be found on several other 22nd Dynasty funerary stelae (e.g. stela of Saiah [MMA 22.3.31], Saleh 2007, 257. For a colour photo, see https://www.metmuseum.org/art/collection/search/550806 [last consulted 30.05.2020]; stela of Taperet, Louvre E.52, Andreu 1997, 171-174; stela of Thenet [Brooklyn Museum 37.1385E] Saleh 2007, 256 and for a colour photo see https://www.brooklynmuseum.org/opencollection/objects/4146 [last consulted 30.05.2020]).
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The uraeus of Ra-Horakhty’s sun disc, which should be the same orange-yellow shade as the serpent’s body at the front.169

Although by no means an irrefutable rule, the preferred succession of colours applied was from bright to dark.170 Determining the exact succession in which colours were applied is used to differentiate individual artists or groups of such, and one would assume that, no matter the eventual order of application practiced, the same artist would usually stick to the same routine unless forced to alter it due to special circumstances.171

Looking closely at the figures of Ra-Horakhty and Nesikhonsupakhered, one notices differences in the application of colours, specifically concerning the black outlines. In the case of Ra-Horakhty, the reddish-brown colour of his skin overlaps and obscures the black of the outlines, as can be seen clearly at his left hand around the w3s-sceptre, where the black is only faintly visible underneath the red. It can also be observed on his left lower arm, left shoulder, right side of his breast, and both of his feet.172 For Nesikhonsupakhered, the opposite is the case: his black outlines are clear and dark and unclouded by red even where the red colour is also visible outside the outline, for example his right elbow, left hand and both of his feet.173 For Nesikhonsupakhered, the outline was drawn onto the body already coloured in red, for Ra-Horakhty, the outline was drawn first and then filled in. This can be explained by only two possibilities: either two artists with different techniques worked on these figures or the same artist changed his order of application, although there is no reason discernible for the latter.

The technique of first painting the black outlines and then filling them in with colours can also be observed at the offering table: especially the green of the lotus and the red of the ḫpš-foreleg of an ox overlap their outlines. The colours themselves seem to comply with the rule of thumb explained above: red was applied after yellow and green overlaps red, proving that lighter colours were added before darker ones.

A breach of this convention can be seen in the colourful bands at the very bottom of the stela.174 The yellow band was applied only after the two blue bands above and below had been painted on, shown by the overlapping of the yellow on the left side.

After the application of colour was finished and the stela was purchased, the text was written on. This follows a conventional workflow in the funerary workshops mentioned above and is proven by the signs clearly overlapping Nesikhonsupakhered’s gown. Some of the signs seem to have been written twice:

It is, however, not conclusive if the text was first drafted and then traced once more for the final outcome, or if only singular signs were repainted because they were deemed too faint. The rather small number of signs with visible rewriting might point to the latter. A likely scenario would be that, every time the ink ran thin, and the scribe had to re-dip his brush,175 he immediately painted over the last sign if he considered it to be too faint.

Lastly, a layer of varnish was applied. In most cases, not the entire surface of the stela was covered, but only the main components of its composition.176 Varnish can be seen on the bodies of Nesikhonsupakhered, Ra-Horakhty, the offering table, the text on the yellow background, the central sun disc, and the wedjat-eyes in the lunette.

---

169 For comparison, see e.g. the stela of Djedkhonsuiuesankh (Chicago OIM E1351), Saleh 2007, 176. For a colour photo see https://oi-idb.uchicago.edu/id/9cb5f06c-b20a-4b57-9a29-199e658f19227 (last consulted 02.06.2020).
170 Blom-Böer 1994, 69; Loth 2012, 221; Hartwig and Leterme 2013, 141. For an example of a deviation from this rule of thumb, see Singleton 2003, passim.
171 Hartwig and Leterme 2013, 141; Laboury and Tavier 2016, 68-69.
172 The colour of Ra-Horakhty’s arm and wrist bands, however, was painted on last, overlapping both the red of the skin and the black outlines.
173 For more information concerning these, see Saleh 2007, 19.
174 In the text on the stela some dippings can be observed, e.g. in line 10 mj nn (dipping) ḫns.w-msj(.w). But due to extensive damage, possibly by water, on the right side of the stela, obscuring the columns of text on yellow ground and the gown worn by Nesikhonsupakhered, it is not possible to do so for the entire text.
175 Saleh 2007, 17; Loth 2012, 222.
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